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The Berkshire Archaeological Society celebrates 150 years
The Berkshire Archaeological and Historical Society was founded in 1871 and over time it has changed its
name to the Berkshire Archaeological Society and its members have helped to investigate and record
Berkshire’s archaeological and heritage sites and to develop narratives to encourage the wider public to take
an interest in where and how, in the past, people lived in Berkshire.
We invite you to join with us to celebrate the Society’s contributions to this work
These celebrations are:

150 Anniversary Lectures on Sunday 13 June 2021 at 3 p.m. on Zoom:
'The Berkshire Archaeological Society: celebrating its first 150 years' by Professor Michael Fulford, the
Society’s President.
‘BAS: back into projects’ by Dr Andrew Hutt, the Society’s Treasurer and Leader, Study and Fieldwork Groups.
Toasts:
‘The Society’s Past’, Catherine Petts, former Chair of the Society.
‘The Society’s Future’, Alison McQuitty, Co-Chair of the Society.
Please ensure you have something to drink.

Exhibition: The Berkshire Archaeological Society celebrates 150 years
22 June to 10 July 2021 at Maidenhead Heritage Centre
13 July to 25 July 2021 at West Berkshire Museum,
Newbury.
Dates to be decided at Berkshire Record Office.
2 October 2021 Day School 150. The Cornerstone, Norreys
Avenue, Wokingham.,

The BAS Celebrates 150 dinner
Saturday 13 November 2021 at St Anne’s Manor,
Wokingham.

The BAS anniversary poster
For those of you who want a lasting memory of this
celebration, the Society has prepared a poster which you
can hang on your wall.
For details of how to join any of these events or purchase a
poster please see page 4.

The BAS Anniversary poster design E1
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A potted history of the Berkshire Archaeological Society
The Berkshire Archaeological and Historical
Society was founded in 1871 and in 1978 it had 143
members including the Lord Bishop of Oxford,
Knights of the Realm, clergymen and many men
and women. They all had an interest in the
archaeology and architecture of Berkshire.
However, at that time, the study of archaeology and
architecture was in its infancy but some of the
mainstays of the Society were firmly established
including holding lectures, visiting sites and
publishing a journal.
The first journal, the Quarterly Journal of the
Berkshire Archaeological and Architectural Society
was published in 1889. This was succeeded by the
Berks, Bucks and Oxon Archaeological Journal; a
joint effort recording the work of societies across
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, and Oxfordshire.
Then, 1930 saw the start of the publication of the
Berkshire Archaeological Journal.

Monument of Sir Robert Achard, sedilia and
piscina south side of chancel, Sparsholt,
published in the Berks, Bucks and Oxon
Archaeological Journal in 1905

In 1910, the Royal Commission of the Historic
Monuments of England invited the Society to start
compiling a list of historic monuments in Berkshire.
By 1936, there were 280 recorders (not all BAS
members) in 197 parishes. This work continued
into the 1970s when Berkshire County Council
established the Site and Monuments Record
(SMR) which later evolved into the West Berkshire
and Berkshire Archaeology Historic Environment
Records (HERs).
Before World War I, the main focus of the Society
was recording standing architecture and
archaeological features such as hillforts. However,
in 1912‒14 the Society’s president, Charles
Keyser, funded the excavation of the Palace of the
Bishops of Salisbury and Queen Elizabeth I at
Sonning Palace. This was followed by excavations
at the medieval Priory at Hurley and the Roman
villa at Canhurst, Knowl Hill.

Sonning Palace: the north side of the court
looking towards the hall, published in the Berks,
Bucks and Oxon Archaeological Journal in 1916

After World War II, the Society was involved in a
series of fieldwork projects including excavations at
the presumed Royal Palace at Old Windsor and the
Blewburton Hill hillfort. In 1958, the Berkshire
Archaeological Society’s Field Research Group
was formed with a remit to co-ordinate
archaeological fieldwork across Berkshire.
In 1964‒67 the chairman, Cecil Slade, excavated
an area outside the walls of Reading Gaol to reveal
the foundations of the high altar and north
ambulatory of Reading Abbey laid down in AD
1130.
In 1969, the Research Group’s co-ordination
responsibility was transferred to the Berkshire
Archaeological Committee, which, over time,
changed its name to the Berkshire Archaeological
Trust and established an archaeological company,

Blewburton Hill, section through the ramparts
and lynchets, published in the Berkshire
Archaeological Journal in 1947
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The Berkshire Archaeological Unit. In the mid1970s, the responsibilities of the Trust were
transferred to Berkshire County Council and the
Berkshire Archaeological Unit was amalgamated
with the units from Wiltshire and Hampshire to form
Wessex Archaeology.
These changes led to the development of
professional archaeologists supported by the
organisation now the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists (CIfA). These changes were
reinforced in 1990 by the Planning Policy Guidance
16: Archaeology and Planning PPG16), which
introduced the ‘polluter pays’ principle to planning
so that developers paid for the preservation and/or
recording of archaeology and heritage assets
impacted by their developments.

Slade’s general plan of Reading Abbey church
east end, published in Berkshire Archaeological
Journal in 1976

These changes hit the Berkshire Archaeological
Society hard. Many of their activities had been
taken over by professionals, leaving the Society to
publish its journal, hold lectures and a day school,
and make visits to, and tours of, archaeological and
heritage sites.
In 2002, under new management, the Society
found new niches to enable it to contribute to the
development of Berkshire’s archaeology and
heritage. These include:
Continuing to publish a journal record.
Desktop research which uses the results of the
PPG16 funded fieldwork to develop an
understanding of Berkshire’s archaeology and
develop narratives and stories which explain how
people lived and worked in Berkshire in earlier
times.
Undertaking geophysics surveys and small
excavations to allow members to learn, develop
and practice their archaeological knowledge and
skills

Artist’s impression of Blounts Court in 15th‒16th
century by Tim Lloyd

With care and attention, these capabilities will
enable the Society to contribute to Berkshire’s
heritage and archaeological in the future.
Andrew Hutt
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BAS Anniversary Poster
As part of our 150th Anniversary celebrations our
Society has commissioned a poster to
commemorate the occasion. In fact, there is a
choice of 3 designs (all by Tim Lloyd) containing
images from our past and of the activities that we
undertake today.

final cost will depend on the quantity ordered and
will be between £23 & £25. If you are interested,
please email Tim Lloyd on
webmaster@berksarch.co.uk
Members are invited to download any of the
designs below to print and display at home. Click
on the link below to open a full-size image as a pdf
(large file, high resolution) for printing large sizes,
or JPEG (smaller file, lower resolution) for smaller
sizes. You can then save them to your PC.

Design E1 can be ordered as one of a limited series
printed onto a 24 x 16 inch (61x40.6cm) block
canvas. Orders will be accepted until the end of
July and delivered before the end of August. The

Find them on the website at:
https://www.berksarch.co.uk/index.php/bas150anniversary-poster

The BAS Anniversary poster Design C
The BAS Anniversary poster Design E1

Celebration Dinner
Saturday 13 November, the venue, St Anne’s
Manor, Wokingham, has announced that due to
social distancing the numbers attending this event
have had to be reduced. Consequently, and with
regret, the BAS 150 working group has taken the
decision to limit attendance at this event to
members of the Society only.
Furthermore, it has decided to ask members who
are interested in attending this celebratory event,
which will take the format of a dinner followed by a
quiz, to express their interest by emailing Anne
Helmore at events@berksarch.co.uk by the end of
June. This will not commit you to anything but will
ensure that you are updated with news of this event
as early as possible. Thank you.
Julie Worsfold
The BAS Anniversary poster Design D
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Dates for your diary
Sunday 13 June 2021 On Line Talks Celebrating 150 years of Berkshire Archaeological Society. From 3
p.m. to 4.30 p.m.
22 June – 10 July 2021 Berkshire Archaeological Society 150 years of archaeology in Berkshire at the
Maidenhead Heritage Centre.
7 July 2021 BAS Study Group on Zoom.
14–25 July 2021 The Berkshire Archaeological Society 150 years of archaeology in Berkshire at West
Berkshire Museum.
Dates to be decided The Berkshire Archaeological Society 150 years of archaeology in Berkshire at
Berkshire Records Office, Reading.
Saturday 2 October 2021 Day School 150. The Cornerstone, Norreys Avenue, Wokingham, RG40 1UE, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday 13 November 2021 Celebration Dinner. St Anne’s Manor, Wokingham.

From the Co-Chairs
This issue is all about celebrating 150 years of your Society’s extensive contribution to exploring and explaining
the archaeological heritage of Berkshire. Our constitutional aim is ‘to advance the education of the public in
the fields of archaeology and history in the past and present county of Berkshire’, and that continues to guide
all of our present activities.
And such an aim is never more crucial. As we all digest the impact and future ramifications of the pandemic,
the Department of Education has announced a very substantial cut in funding to the 43 Universities who deliver
archaeology degrees. Departments may have to close or have their wings severely clipped. This is at a time
when arguably more developer-funded archaeology will be occurring because of the ambitious house-building
and other infrastructure projects the Government has planned. While the skills of field archaeology are
acquired more by ‘on-the-job’ training than through university lectures, the underlying frameworks and contexts
are acquired through reading and attending lectures and working together on research problems. Societies
such as BAS provide a forum for such activities to continue amongst ‘the public’ on whom the protection of our
heritage increasingly depends.
Additional difficult news is that the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) indicated this week that the town’s bid to transform
Reading Gaol into a beacon of arts, heritage, and culture has been rejected for financial reasons. Nonetheless,
the Council has vowed to keep its bid alive as a future option. For further details of that bid see
https://www.reading.gov.uk/gaol-bid/.
The archaeology of our county and its heritage have never been in more need of champions!
Alison McQuitty
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Archaeology on Saturday
Forest Hill, two shrine/temple sites, and many small
settlement/farmstead enclosures (seen on LiDAR).

Berkshire Roman Project 2 (BRP2)
An introductory talk by Andrew Hutt on Saturday 20
March 2021

We then looked at late Iron Age/early Roman sites. The
Forest Hill oppidum had been taken over by the Roman
military. At Littlecote, a British round-house settlement
had developed within the remains of a short-lived Roman
military enclosure. Roman roads had been built between
AD 50‒75, with a side road leading to the Forest Hill
oppidum/military base. A fort is thought to have been
constructed at Black Field (Mildenhall), by the River
Kennet and at the junction of four major roads, at which
time the Forest Hill oppidum/military base was
abandoned.

Andrew briefly described the first Berkshire Roman
Project undertaken by the Society and published in the
2018 Berkshire Archaeological Journal; ‘Land of the
Atrebates: in and around Roman Berkshire’, where the
subject areas were Roman infrastructure, the
environment and agriculture, technology and production,
and religion and the afterlife. The BRP2 project involves
the collecting together of vast amounts of existing
archaeological data and using it to understand the
economics, society, and power relationships that are
embedded within that evidence.
With some 500 Roman sites across the Berkshire Region,
it is necessary to divide the area into smaller, more
manageable blocks. We were shown the data collection
areas, each of which is being studied by BAS members.
Today, we were to hear a presentation about the
Mildenhall Area.

The Romano-British
Community
Mildenhall in Wiltshire, 55 BC to AD 410

Around

A talk by Keith Abbott, Saturday 20 March 2021

We looked at early Roman sites. An aerial photograph of
crop marks showed the small town of Cunetio, at Black
Field, Mildenhall. Cunetio had evolved from the probable
fort, some of whose buildings, such as the mansio, were
thought to have been incorporated into the new town. The
town continued to grow during the 1st and 2nd centuries
AD, with formal planning indicated by its regular street
plan. Around AD 150, in common with many other British
small towns/vici/mansios, double-ditched defences were
constructed, suggesting Cunetio’s official role as part of
the Cursus Publicus.
At Forest Hill, on the site of the abandoned
oppidum/military base, a luxurious villa was built in the
2nd century AD. Cunetio continued to evolve during the
late-2nd century/early 3rd century AD, with a new large
mansio being built, and with Cunetio appearing in the late3rd century AD Antonine Itinerary, again suggesting that
Cunetio
had
an
official
role
in
Roman
government/administration.

We looked at a map showing the extent of the Mildenhall
Study Area. Another map showed underlying geology and
topology, and Keith described how, for example, the
Kennet Valley with its fertile alluvial soil was good for
farming, whereas the Savernake Plateau had clay
suitable for pottery making, and damp, heavy soils which
gave rise to woodland, with wood then used as fuel for
pottery industries.

Evidence of prosperity is seen in the establishment and
development of several large villas, including one at
Littlecote. Further prosperity would have come from the
Savernake Forest kilns and pottery industry. It is thought
that an already established pottery industry of the late Iron
Age had enabled the market to develop rapidly in the
early Roman period. Cunetio’s situation at the
intersection of several major roads enabled the wider
distribution of the pottery, and hence the success of the
industry.
We then looked at late Roman sites. At Cunetio, between
AD 360 and 380, the double-ditched defences were filled
in and massive stone walls built across them and the
established street plan. The defensive circuit had three
entrances, including a monumental southern gateway
opposite the site of the early Roman mansio, which was
no longer in use. At this time, Cunetio acquired new large
buildings, including a luxurious town-villa. From a chart
displaying the dates of coins found at Cunetio (during a
Time Team excavation), it was seen that coins from AD
330‒348 dominated the assemblage, suggesting a peak

Geophysical survey of Cunetio and plan of trenches by Time
Team, published by Wessex Archaeology

An overview of late Iron Age sites displayed the
archaeological sites of this period, such as an oppidum at
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The Mildenhall Study area

of economic activity/prosperity, with this pattern being atypical for British sites.
We saw how Littlecote had reached its peak as an agricultural villa in the later part of the 3rd century AD, with
extensive rebuilding, and the addition of a bath suite, corn drier, and other structures. A building adjoining the
Kennet suggests use of the river for transport.
In the 4th century AD, at about the same time as Cunetio’s stone walls were built, Littlecote was redeveloped
as a religious site. Unique in Roman Britain, an extraordinary building housing an ‘Orpheus’ mosaic is thought
to have been a ‘Bacchic-collegium’, built during the reign of the pagan emperor Julian the Apostate (AD361AD363). With Bacchic cults being popular with the Roman military, the owner of the villa may have had a
military connection, and/or a senior official position at Cunetio.
Coin evidence suggests that agricultural activity at Littlecote had ceased by the mid-4th century AD. A similar
peak of prosperity, followed by a rapid decline in the late-4th century AD is seen at Castle Copse Villa, where a
late Roman military buckle suggests a military connection for the owner.
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Keith discussed the atypical findings of this study of the
Mildenhall Area. Earlier, Cunetio’s development had been
similar to that of other Romano-British small towns, with it
becoming a distribution centre for a growing agricultural
and industrial economy, and with it building defensive
ditches in the mid-3rd century AD. However, in AD 360–
380, Cunetio invested a huge amount of money in the
building of stone walls and monumental gateways. The
fact that the probably militarily-connected owners of
nearby Littlecote and Castle Copse Villas did not build
any defences when they rebuilt at this time, appears to
show a lack of concern in the northern frontier for violence
and warfare, or worry about other invaders stealing their
wealth.

owned by S.M. Soundy, who in 1904 built a four-storey
mill over the medieval arches on the original site. This
new mill, powered first by steam and later by electricity,
was sold in 1960 and demolished in 1964. Some surviving
medieval arches have been preserved.
St Giles mill, near County Lock on the Kennet, was
demolished in 1901 to make way for the Reading tramway
depot. In the 1990s, just before the construction of the
Oracle shopping centre, which was built over the site,
archaeologists found a twelfth-century gear wheel from
the medieval mill. It is an iron ring perforated around its
side edges to provide for the insertion of wooden pegs,
which protruded parallel to the axle connecting the water
wheel to the gear wheel. As the water wheel turned the
gear on the axle, the pegs protruding from the gear wheel
engaged with a lantern pinion on a second, vertical, axle
connected to the millstone. In this way the rotary
movement of the vertical water wheel could turn the
horizontal millstone. A single wooden paddle from the
medieval waterwheel was also found, with the smaller flat
piece of timber (called a ‘start’) by which it was mounted
on the wheel.

Thus, it is likely that Cunetio built its walls not for defence,
but to display the status of its possible role as a regional
administration/tax collection centre and military base for
the province of Maxima Caesariensis, with important
government officials living in the luxurious town-villa. The
coin finds at Cunetio showing an unusual peak in AD 330–
348, which is not seen in other Romano-British towns,
supports an influx of ‘new money’/people at this time.
This report is a very brief summary of Keith’s
presentation, which included a large amount of data from
several archaeological sites. We were told that BRP2
data continues to be evaluated, especially as new
evidence is found and that BRP2 essays would be going
up on the BAS website as they are completed.
Many and sincere thanks to Andrew Hutt and Keith Abbott
for interesting and well delivered talks and for standing in
for the scheduled speaker at only 3 hours’ notice.
Joan Burrow-Newton

Berkshire mills: digging up the past
The remains of Arborfield mill are at the side of the
Loddon on Reading University’s Hall Farm, next to the
original St Bartholomew’s church (now derelict).
Originally a corn mill, this was by 1953 a paper mill using
cam-operated wooden hammers to break down the fibres
in linen and cotton rags (the raw materials of high-quality
paper), which when mixed with water formed a pulp which
could be dried in sheets. Some of the paper produced
there was used to make banknotes.

A talk by Mildred Cookson, 24 April 2021
Mildred Cookson began by mentioning her thirty years’
work for Mapledurham watermill, and by describing the
Mills Archive in Reading, which since 2002 has been a
specialist resource for the documentary and pictorial
history of mills in the United Kingdom. She added that
most surviving mills in Berkshire are watermills. Their
heyday came to an end around the time of the first world
war, when new technology became too expensive for
many small mills to install, and when many millworkers
departed to fight and did not return. Another cause of the
demise of many mills was fire, always a hazard, but more
serious in modern times when throughput increased and
bearings could overheat. Berkshire mills were used not
only for milling cereals (corn and barley), but also for
fulling, the manufacture of brick, whiting, and paper, and
for the processing of timber and cork.

Bucklebury barn mill was a barn fitted with a small water
wheel. It was badly damaged by fire c.1960 but the two
millstones survived, and it is now in working order.
Burghfield mill on the Kennet was owned c.1880 by
James Dewe, producing 1,000 sacks of flour per year.
Calcot mill was damaged by fire in 1966 though the
remains of the wheel survive.
Caversham mill, mentioned in the Domesday Book, was
in 1481 used as a fulling mill as well as for corn. In 1677
it was converted to mill pearl barley. By 1854 it had
reverted to corn. In 1914 Mr Soundy of the Abbey mill
installed new machinery there and subsequently took the

Mildred went on to describe individual mills, starting with
two in Reading. The Abbey mill, like many mills of
medieval origin, began as a monastic initiative, and
produced flour for the abbey. In recent times it had two
waterwheels, one wide and one narrower, and was
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lease. In 1934 it was in use by British Metal Powders
milling aluminium as an ingredient in paint, producing
flammable powder which on one occasion caused an
explosion which blew the roof off. Later the mill processed
cork from Portugal and Spain to make sheets and boards.
It was demolished in 2012.

dykes are associated with nucleated settlements and to
ask whether they are indeed ‘territorial oppida’.
The oppidum at Colchester has had the most excavation
in the past and the whole area is thick with linear dykes.
There is coin evidence of the Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni tribes and the main sites are at Sheepen and
Gosbecks. Sheepen was excavated in the 1930s, 1970s
and 1993‒2003 revealing 289 coins, pottery, amphorae,
and industrial as well as domestic and settlement
evidence. It is a mixed, multifunctional site. Gosbecks,
excavated around 1949, shows copious Iron Age
features, with late Iron Age evidence hard to distinguish
from Roman. There is a clear Roman temple and theatre
amongst the abundance of crop marks. Nearby Stanway
and Lexden are funerary sites, with a cemetery, then a
later burial enclosure at Stanway (50‒10 BC) and
cemeteries placed outside earlier dykes at Lexden ( AD
40‒60). It is possible such monuments were deliberately
placed at entrances to important enclosures.

Kintbury mill was a flour mill. Whiting edge-runners
(vertical millstones) for grinding chalk have been found in
the grounds.
Mapledurham mill (illustrated), dating from 1626 and
extended in the eighteenth century, had two waterwheels,
one of which was replaced successively by a turbine
(1955), after fire damage to it, and by an Archimedean
screw (2012). Over the centuries it has been used for
milling grain both from the Mapledurham estate and
delivered from London by barge; also for wire-pulling and
as a sawmill. It now generates electricity for Mapledurham
House and the national grid. During the installation of the
screw, the millpond was drained, revealing numerous
formerly submerged iron tools and fastenings, as well as
an early revetment to the bank consisting of timber
stakes, many tipped with metal. Graffiti have been found
from 1768 and 1891 (etc.) in the mill’s brick walls.
Marsh mill, Henley, produced at various times flour,
animal feed and paper.
In photographs of Sonning mill from c.1940 grain can be
seen being delivered by lorry into a cellar, from which it
was lifted by bucket elevator to be milled at high level by
cast-iron rollers with fine grooves. This process sorted the
grain into its components such as bran and semolina. The
mill is now a theatre.

At Silchester, Krysia was looking at the outlying linear
dykes in relation to the wider dykes to the north-west.
Some dykes pre-date Roman Silchester (Calleva) and
probably did not all have the same function, and territorial
borders may have fluctuated. Calleva expanded quickly
and had strong European links. When Lidar was
superimposed on previous maps, complex crop marks
were revealed, some perhaps featuring Roman and
medieval activity.

In the nineteenth century Robert Stone, of Pangbourne
mill, was on good terms with his colleague Hopgood at
Mapledurham mill, often visiting him there, and on
occasion dressing his millstones, receiving in return gear
wheels made by Hopgood.
Streatley and Swallowfield mills were destroyed by fire
and not rebuilt.
Twyford mill was at different times used for paper, silk,
flour, and brewing. It burned down c.1890.

At Chichester there are plenty of linear dykes but there is
no apparent central settlement as at Colchester and
Silchester. Krysia looked at what survived on the coastal
plain and on the Downs above Chichester, where dykes
suggest a pre-Roman settlement. Both Fishbourne and
Chichester lie to the south and the presence of an
oppidum is suggested by pottery, amphorae, coins, and
some evidence of coin production. Atrebatic gold coins
were found on the Selsey peninsula. It is possible some
dykes were older than others and they may not all have
been in use at the same time. Krysia also did some onground survey, which made matters even more
complicated! It seems quite likely there were two
nucleated settlements in the Chichester area.

Late Iron Age Territorial Oppida in
Southern Britain – a reinterpretation
A talk by Dr Krysia Truscoe, University of Reading, 15
May 2021
Dr Krysia Truscoe worked on the Silchester Environs
Project, looking at the outlying linear dykes. Her PhD
research developed from this, setting out to discover
whether the Silchester area evidence is found at other
sites. Using aerial photographs and Lidar she looked at
Colchester, Silchester (illustrated), and Chichester. All
three sites have extensive linear dykes, and her aim was
to look at their landscape setting, to establish whether the

So, how do the settlement patterns differ at these three
sites, Colchester, Silchester, and Chichester? Colchester
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shows intensive occupation and cultivation at small
farmsteads, often beyond the dykes and spreading out
into the wider landscape. The dykes may well have been
for directing people rather than for defence. Silchester
has lots of settlement evidence with enclosures to the
north, possibly prehistoric. But the heavy clay soil is
difficult to read and land use has obliterated much
evidence. The town of Calleva itself has covered much
Iron Age settlement evidence. At Chichester, where
Krysia studied 6,000 photographs, there is a mass of Iron
Age evidence, much of it undated. There is a suggestion
that settlement moved from the South Downs to the
coastal plain to the south, with many field systems and
droveways evident.
There are similarities between the three sites: they are all
relatively low-lying and the linear features are hard to
date. Silchester stands out in many ways. Were people
meeting at these sites as enclosure evidence suggests?
Were areas occupied permanently or not? They were

probably transit places, for meeting up during the year for
trade and socialising.
Krysia’s research was set up to find out if the evidence in
the Silchester area is happening at Colchester and
Chichester. Her conclusion is that all three sets of linear
earthworks are too massive an undertaking not to have
had a purpose but were probably for directing people not
dividing them. These sites do not seem to be the same
but there are significant similarities. They appear to have
been Iron Age social centres instead of territorial oppida.
Krysia’s talk was well-illustrated and crisply presented.
She is to be congratulated on tackling such a large body
of aerial photographs and Lidar results with such
determination. Iron Age linear dykes are impressive on
the ground but are often difficult to make overall sense of.
Krysia’s patient research has squeezed answers out of
existing records and made things much clearer.
Jill York

Lecture series delivery moving forwards…
During the pandemic we have all got used to lectures on
Zoom. I and others on the Council are mindful that this
has enabled some members who for whatever reason
might not be able to attend in person to enjoy the
Society’s lectures. Enabling the maximum number of
members and, indeed, non-members to continue to enjoy

these lectures is one of its aims. Consequently, it will be
looking at the possibilities of live streaming and the
recording of its lectures before returning to RISC for the
2021‒22 lecture series. Watch this space…
Julie Worsfold

Study Group
The study group continues to meet on Zoom as this gives all attendees better access to the presentations.

April 2021 Meeting
Berkshire Romans Project 2 by Andrew Hutt and
Martin Labram
This meeting started with a progress report for the data
collection phase of the Berkshire Romans Project 2. This
showed that in April we had:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Essays on the website: 1 area: Wanborough
Presentations: 3 areas: Roman roads
Wanborough, Abingdon, and Mildenhall
Data in the BAS gazetteer: 3 areas: Roman roads,
Wanborough, and Wantage
Data Collection areas being progressed: 5 areas:
Mildenhall, Abingdon, Thatcham, Silchester, and
Wickham Bushes
Data Collection area untouched: 5 areas:
Dorchester, North Berkshire, Staines, Basingstoke,
and Wey Valley.

The presentation ended by with a discussion of the
additional methods to be used when adding details of a
site to the BAS Gazetteer. For example, for Whitehall
Brick and Tile, we needed to add details of its use in
Roman times to the existing Gazetteer record of its use in
the Iron Age. Also, of what needed to be done to create
detailed maps of Roman small towns and nucleated
settlements such as Wantage and Staines.
Martin Labram then gave a brief presentation on the work
he was doing to digitally generate entries in the BAS
gazetteer for the sites recorded in the Roman Rural
Settlements database. The benefits of this to the project
is that it will rapidly add another 100 sites to our data set.

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) by Simon Cains
This presentation followed on from one on GPR by
Andrew Hutt in February. Simon gave a review of a
number of GPR projects and summarised some of the
lessons learned. He highlighted a project at Cromer
where the GPR survey was abandoned because of the
high conductivity of the clay soil on a cliff top and of the
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sand on the sea shore due to impregnation with sea salt.
He also noted that water also increases soil conductivity
and hence surveys should be conducted in the dry
season. This shows that these are factors which need to
be addressed in project proposals.

Berkshire Romans Project 2 by Andrew Hutt
Bob’s talk was followed by a progress report on the
Berkshire Roman Project 2. This showed that in May we
had:

Lastly, there were discussions on the up-coming fieldwork
at Wormstall and Blounts Court.

•
•

May 2021 meeting

•

Roman road from Lake Farm, Dorset to
Alchester by Bob Brewer

•

This meeting started with a presentation by Bob Brewer
on his survey of the Roman road from the Roman fort at
Lake Farm in Dorset to the fort at Alchester, Oxfordshire.
These forts were constructed by Vespasian’s Legio II
legion as they invaded south west England. Parts of this
road were well known (see black line on the map)
including the section from Lake Farm past Old Sarum to
Everleigh south of Marlborough and the section north of
Wantage to Oxford. Bob’s survey filled the gaps (see red
on the map) from Everleigh to the River Kennet and
Wantage and from the Thames crossing in Oxford to
Alchester.

•

Essays on the website: 1 area: Wanborough
Presentations: 3 areas: Roman roads, Wanborough,
Abingdon, and Mildenhall
Data in the BAS gazetteer: 5 areas: Roman roads,
Wanborough, Wantage, Mildenhall and Silchester
Data Collection areas being progressed: 7 areas:
Abingdon, Dorchester, Thatcham, Wickham Bushes,
Staines, Basingstoke and Wey Valley
Data Collection areas untouched: 1 area: North
Berkshire.

The objective here is to have completed the BAS
Gazetteer data take-on by September 2021 so we can
start Phase 2 of the project.

I am looking forward to publishing Bob’s paper on his
work in the forthcoming issue of the Berkshire
Archaeological Journal.

Berkshire Roman Project 2, data collection areas in the
BAS gazetteer database

Geophysics at Runnymede
The National Trust have appointed the Surrey County
Archaeology Unit to lead community archaeology projects
at Runnymede and Ankerwycke. Hannah Potter is the
appointed archaeologist and I walked her over the site at
Ankerwycke during which I was invited to run a
geophysics project at Runnymede. The objectives of this
work are to:
Run a geophysics training event for volunteers during the
Festival of Archaeology, 19th to 23rd July 2021.
Carry out a geophysics survey to identify targets for
community archaeology excavations in August 2021.
The study group discussed this proposal and enough of
us agreed to be available in July for me to write a proposal
to carry out this work.
The meeting finished with an update from Keith Abbott on
the Wormstall fieldwork (See separate article) and
discussions on Blounts Court, and from Martin Labram on
his communications with Matt Rodda (MP for Reading
East) over Reading Goal.
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Field Work
Fieldwork Near Wickham
260m

Week #1 Progress Report
The BAS Study Group’s Roman Berkshire project is in the
process of collating known Romano-British evidence
across the Berkshire Region from the Late Iron Age until
the end of the Late Roman period. This work has
highlighted that the Romano-British settlement at
Wickham warranted further investigation, particularly
within fields where a wide spread of Roman era coins
have been found close to Ermin Street (Margary 41 –
Silchester to Cirencester) and the Roman road to Bath
(Margary 53 – Wickham to Bath) are projected to
intersect. The aims of the Fieldwork Near Wickham
Project were to identify and date the Roman coins found
by metal detectorists, understand the archaeology in the
area where coins were found and to confirm the route
taken by the Roman road from Wickham to Bath.

80m

180m

Fieldwork Near Wickham started in Area 1 where a wide
scatter of coins had been found and through which the
Roman road to Bath was projected to pass.
A
magnetometer survey (Figure 1) offered the most rapid
ground coverage by recording subtle changes in the local
magnetic field continuously across the site and allowed
large areas to be covered in a relatively short time. The
results of this survey revealed a number of anomalies,
which were then investigated further with an earth
resistance survey. This combination (Figure 2) suggested
that the gradiometer surveys anomalies are probably the
remains of ditches associated with recent agricultural
activity.
Focus then moved to Area #2 where a wide scatter of
coins had also been found, and again laid out a grid of
20m x 20m squares, and the survey area of 1.1 hectares
took only 4 hours to complete – possibly a BAS record!
Whilst Area #2 did reveal some new anomalies,
comparison with historical satellite images suggested that
they are not archaeological in nature.

Figure 2. The magnetometry survey results (left) and
earth resistance survey results for selected
grids (right) for Area 1. The yellow arrows
show the relationships between the two
surveys

Figure 1: Magnetometer survey in progress
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80m

Figure 3 The magnetometry survey results for Area #2

The next to be surveyed were Area #3 and Area #4, some
300m to the east of Area #1, and close to the projected
route of the Roman road to Bath and where Roman era
coins had been found. This time less experienced
members of the group were given the opportunity to put
their new surveying skills into practice under the
supervision of more experienced colleagues.

Again, magnetometry for both areas revealed more
anomalies which needed to be repeated with an earth
resistance survey, which confirmed that there was no
evidence of the Roman road along its projected route, or
of a significant settlement.

Figure 4. Training on setting up the magnetometer

Figure 5. Marking out the 20m x 20m grids

.
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Figure 6. Geophysics results for Area #3 and Area #4

The final area to be surveyed was Area #5, a large
platform surrounded on two sides by a steep escarpment
with a substantial ditch and bank separating it from the
adjacent property. The results are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7. Marking out grids for survey in Area #5
Figure 9. Geophysics results for Area #5

Figure 8. Enjoying a well-earned tea break!
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The landowner loaned his collection of coins to BAS for
identification and dating to provide additional context to
the Fieldwork Near Wickham project. Many of the coins
were very badly corroded or worn, but it has been
possible to identify around 30, mostly small denomination
coins, dating to the Late Roman period.
Fieldwork Near Wickham then undertook a ‘woodland
survey’ to accurately record some visible anomalies
within wooded area close to Area #3 and Area #4 where
it was not possible to undertake geophysics over the
terrain. The survey started with training on survey
methods conducted, before splitting into smaller groups
to follow assigned 10m wide tracts through the woodland
following a compass bearing and counting steps. The
survey identified a series of banks/ditches, water
management features, and terraces where buildings
(most likely Georgian/Victorian cottages – one with a well)
had formerly stood. Once plotted onto the map these
features will be compared to historical maps, and
measurements taken will be used to assess the likely
archaeology of this wooded area on the GIS map used to
record the project’s findings.
The final element of Fieldwork Near Wickham was to
survey topology across the area, which revealed that
whilst the ground where the geophysics was carried out
was largely well drained, the rest of the estate was waterlogged nearly all year round due to its underlying geology
despite lying on an escarpment along which Ermin Street
is known to pass. Other features such as ditches, banks
and lynchets were also noted and marked onto the map
so that they could assessed in more detail later in the
project. All of the features identified were accurately
.

positioned with GPS and measured so that all recorded
data and images could be plotted on the GIS map.
Although revealing a paucity of new archaeology, the
absence of any trace of the Roman road from Wickham
to Bath (Margary 53) along its projected route suggest
that it lies elsewhere, and will need to be investigated
further. The absence of any evidence of settlement in the
area surveyed suggest that the wide distribution of coins
found in the fields may have originated from domestic
rubbish generated by a nearby settlement being spread
across neighbouring fields.
Overall, the Fieldwork Near Wickham Project has been a
huge success, with its scope being completed in a timely
manner, and the whole team having the opportunity to
gain hands on experience of using magnetometry and
earth resistance geophysics survey equipment, practice
the use of geophysical survey methods and contribute to
the interpretation of the results. Experience was also
gained in woodland survey and topological survey
techniques. The methods used in this project also
demonstrated a high level of productivity that can be
achieved, which can be capitalised on by future BAS field
projects.
Keith Abbott

Blounts Court
The Society made a proposal to Johnson Matthey to carry
out another season of excavation in their garden at
Blounts Court. As a result of a meeting with them, we
decided, due to Covid 19, to defer this until later in the
year.
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BERKSHIRE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY

Your society needs you!
Do you have good organisational skills and some time to help the Society? The
Society is looking for a new lecture series organiser and an organiser or organisers
for its annual conferences, the Day School and the Berkshire Historic Environment
Forum (BHEF). The roles of lecture series organiser and conference organiser have
traditionally been combined and a Trustee but this is not mandatory. These are
voluntary roles, but expenses are paid. Our current organiser, Julie Worsfold, who
is also a member of Council (Trustee) is retiring in the autumn. She and her
experience will be sorely missed but the Trustees are excited to work with and
welcome a new organiser(s).
The lecture series organiser is responsible for organising the Society’s lecture series
which takes place from September to April usually in the afternoon of the third
Saturday of each month. As long as the Society continues to hold its lectures online,
liaison with the “Zoom Master” will be necessary. Barring any currently unforeseen
changes, the September 2021 - April 2022 series is already in place.
The conference organiser is responsible for both arranging beforehand and coordinating on the day the Society’s spring conference (Day School), focussing on
recent archaeological discoveries in Berkshire, and an autumn conference, the
Berkshire Historic Environment Forum (BHEF), although these roles may be split.
All roles include organising skills, time to liaise with potential speakers found in
recent publications or suggested by members, the county archaeological officers,
professional archaeological units and the Universities of Reading and Oxford, as well
as introducing the lecturers on the day itself.
These organisers are automatically members of the Activities Working-Group, led by
a Trustee, who meet and/or email as and when required.
These are roles which give a great overview of current archaeology in Berkshire and
its environs, insight into cutting-edge archaeology as well as the people and teams
behind these discoveries.
For further information and/or expressions of interest in one or both roles please
contact Julie Worsfold via lectures@berksarch.co.uk
Alison McQuitty

Input to the Newsletter
If you have an archaeological story that you feel would interest the Society, please
send it to Gail Eaton by the end of August 2021 at: newsletter@berksarch.co.uk

Patron: H.M. THEQUEEN
President: Professor Michael Fulford
CBE FBA FSA
The Society was founded in 1871
and for over 150 years has
encouraged
and
supported
archaeological
activities
in
Berkshire.
Everybody with an interest in
archaeology is welcome to attend
our meetings and join the Society.
It does not matter whether your
interest in archaeology is newly
found or long standing, the Society
offers activities from regular
lectures, an annual Day School
(conference)
and
visits
to
excavations and research.
All members receive a monthly enews sheet with news of the
Society’s events and other events
in
Berkshire,
this
quarterly
newsletter and a free copy of The
Berkshire Archaeological Journal
published by the Society.
Officers of the Society:
Co-Chairs: Alison McQuitty and
Maggie Smith
chair@berksarch.co.uk
Secretary & Membership
Secretary:
Anne Harrison
secretary@berksarch.co.uk
Treasurer: Andrew Hutt
treasurer@berksarch.co.uk
Lectures & Day School Organiser:
Julie Worsfold
lectures@berksarch.co.uk
Visits & Social Events Organiser:
Anne Helmore
events@berksarch.co.uk
Study Group & Field Projects:
Andrew Hutt
projects@berksarch.co.uk
Newsletter Editor: Gail Eaton
newsletter@berksarch.co.uk
Website: Tim Lloyd
webmaster@berksarch.co.uk
For more contacts and more
information about the Society visit:
www.berksarch.co.uk

@BerksArchSoc
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